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"One of the outstanding educational problems of the 
present time is that or obtaining adequate fina.noia.l support for 
the public sohoolsl"(l) 
Fifty-nine years ago the United States nnde its first 
accounting of its school children. This was· done by the Bureau of 
Education. The first accounting showed tha.~ there were 41 000 1 000 
"' -
children· attending the public schools in the United States. Since 
then the increase has been far more rapid than the population. This 
marked gain in school population has been made in spite of the fact 
that the population of children in proportion to the whole popula-
tion has been falling off sl0'11ly and steadily. 
"While pupil population has been increasing from 4,000,000 
to over 16,000,0001 the expenditures have gone from $.63 1 000,000 to 
\ . 
over $764 1 000 .. 000 annually a.nd there is no indication that. they will 
become less."(Z) 
Increased public e~pendi tures are always a problem in every 
public enterprise. One of the most important aspects of this problem 
is presented by the follov1ing question: Has the burden of taxation 
been growing more rapidly than the ability to pay? 
-----
(1) W.R. BUTgess. trend in School Costs. Department of Education. 
Russel Sage Foundation. 
(2) J.K. Norton. Ability of the State to Support Education. N.E.A. 
Research Bulletin. Vol. 6, Washington, D.C. January 1926. 
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In 1926 2.41% ot our national income was expended tor 
publio elementary schools and this represents 23.69% of all tax 
oolleotions ~JL) 
We hear much today concerning the cost or education and 
the question a.rises as to whether we are paying more in proportion 
than we pay for othe~ things. 
Every unit of _government has its ability ~o pay for the 
things that it needs. This is determined by its wealth,, inoome, 
and oombination of wealth and income. Regardless of the plan ot 
fiscal support, education must compete to som3 extent with other 
governmental functions in obtaining support and all support must 
come from the same inoo:me. 
There is a marked difference between public sohool business 
and private business, when the nature and sources of capital and 
operating revenue are considered. Tho amount of funds available 
for operating a public school system is not necessarily measured 
by the ability to ·market -the production, or by the demands of the 
service. There is relatively little competition with other similar 
institutions for business, or tor money to support the undertaking 
as is generally found among private enterprises. 
There are many forces whioh enter in to determine the 
limits of available capital for the current progra.m of public 
-·----- .. 
(1) J.K. Norton. Can the Nation Afford to Educate Its Children? 
N.E,A. Research Bulletin. Vol. s. No. 5, Washington, D.c. Novenber, 
1928. 
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education. The community may not be able to distinguish what it 
v1ants znore from what 1t \ivants less and as a. consequence the public 
schools may not receive support in proportion to the n.eed and public 
funds roo.y not be allocated on the basis of merit or economic desira-
bility. Democracy has yet to learn through intelligent discrimina-
tion hON to transfer its interests from a less desirable to a more 
desirable object. 
Public education must depend for educational support upon 
public disorimination of economic values. Since this is true, 
it plaoea the responsibility upon administrators and school boards 
to justify the ~xpenditurea in a way that can be understood and 
appreciated by nembers of the community. 
Sohool ·boards and superintendents, very often, do not know 
ho.v educational expenditures compare with other expenditures; 
neither do tl'sy know the ability of their community to pay for 
education. 
The purpose ot ~his study is to find the facts as they 




In investigating.the literature of the field; no studies 
were found that deal directly with this subject. HOVlever, several 
studies were found, which '.n pa.rt,. had a direot relationship to 
this problem. 
Mabel Newcomer,.1n a study of the finances of public educa-
tion in the United States, ma.de the following findings: 
"The cost of. public education in the United States, 
measured in actual dollars, increased inuoh faster from 1910 to 
1920 than any -preoeeding ten year period sinoe 1870. In spite of 
its rapidly mounting cost, education is receiving noticeably 
smaller proportions of total governmental expenditures than former-
ly. 
The percentage of governmental expenditures devoted to 
education decreased from 17 .6% in 1910 to 11.8% in 1920., or about 
1/3; in ·the sane period the percentage of national governmental 
expenditures decreased about 1/4, while the state governmental 
expenditures devoted to eduot1tion decreased 1/5. Only in the case 
or local governmental expenditures did the percentage for education 
increase and then only 1/9. 
. ' 
The best single item for comparison with the increasing 
educational costs is the cost of highv1ays. The costs of education 
and highways, although increasing rapidly in a.mount, comprised 
only 19.8% of the total governmental budget in 1920, as against 
28.6% in 1910, and 31.6 in 1915. 
The oost for highways was increasing.at a far greater rate 
than the cost tor education. or the total governmental expenditures 
the percentage for education in 1920 had decreased to only 4/5 of 
what it had been in 1910, while the percentage for highways had 
1noreased in 1920 five times what it had been in 1910. 
or the total local governmental expenditures ' the percentage 
for education increased ~bout 1/9 while the percentage for highways 
ine reased about 1/30. "l l J 
........... -- -
(l) Financial Statistics of Public Education in the United States. 
_for 1910··-1920. Mabel Newoomer. 
. 4 
H. G. Clark reports the tolla11ing: -"Twelve and four tenths 
percent of the oost of the government in New York State in 1910 
was caused by education. while. in 1920, 9.44% or the oost or 
government was caused by education. The increase was oaused by 
the increasing governmental expenditures due to the war~ 
Education does not oooupy a very large plaoe in the county 
budget. A liberal o ity of 51,.000 spends a.s muoh for education as 
all the counties of the state. tt(l)_ 
Harlan UpdegrarrC2>round that the most expensive education 
in New York state is obtained in the rural schools, and those excessive 
costs a.re found in at least 1/8 of the districts. · 
The cost per pupil in the rural school districts, are on 
the whole, higher than the oost per pupil in the cities. 
The United St~tes Commissioner of Education, (s)in his report 
to the Secretary of Interior for the fiscal year ending.June 30, 
1928, gives a brief outline of the important movements in the field 
of education and presents the follovdng statistics, bas.ad on the 
data collected by the Bureau ot Education for 19261 The total cost 
o·f maintaining and operating all of the schools of the United States 
(public and private) in 1926 is reported as $2 1 744,979,689. The 
total cost of puplio elementary and high schools in 1903 was 
$251,457,625; b~ 1913, this amount had doubled; by 1920 it had again 
doubled and, by 1926 it was $2,026,308,190. · This doubling process 
promises not to continue indefinitely since the increase in . 
expenditures has been slowing down during the past two or three years. 
The cost per pupil in average daily attendance was $95.17 in 19241 
$98.45 in 19251 and $102.50 in 1926. 
The granth or secondary education which has been one of the 
outstanding developments or recent years, continues at almost undiminish-
ed rate. : At present time mo·re than half the population of high school 
age are 1~ actual high school attendance, High school enrolments 
have more than doubled sinoe 1920. 
(1) Cost of Government in the Support of Education. H.F. Clark, Bureau 
of Publications. Teaoher•s College. Columbia. 
(2) Ru~al School.Survey of lfew York State. 1922. Harlan Updegraff. 
New York School Survey Report. Vol. 3. 
(3) Report of the United States Commissioner ot Education to the 
Secre~ary of the Interior. June 30. 1928. Journal of N.E.A. Vol. 18, 
No. l, Page 35. 
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CHAPTER II 
SPECIFIC PROBLEM OF TIIE STUDY AND METHOD OF PR.OCEDURE 
This is a comparative study of the oost of education in the 
rural sohool districts and third class cities of Wilson County 
Kansas as compared to the other expenses of the county. This study 
includes all of the school districts in tho county with the exception 
ot Fredonia. and Ueodesha and ia made over the ten year period ending 
with the school year of 1927-1928. 
The data used in this study were gotten from the records 
of the County Olerk at the Court House in Fredonia, Knnons. and 
from the annual reports of the County Superintendent of Public 
Instruction on file in the otfioe of the State Superintendent ot 
Public Instruction at Topeka, Kansas. 
These data. were obtained by the v1riter in person with the 
aid or the persons in charge of these offices. All data conoerning 
the county expenditures were obtained from the County Clerk's ledger, 
a duplicate of which may be found !n the County Treasurer's office. 
From this, the amounts expended for the various items ware found. 
All data pertaining to the schools .of the study ware ob-
tained from the annual report~ of the County Superintendent of Public 
Instruction. It is from this source that the amount of money expend-
ed annually for the various types of sohoola was found. It is also 
the authority for the-valuation of the districts and annual average 
daily attendance as used i.n the Rtudy. 
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The data used are the same as are used by the County 
Superintendent ot Public Instruction and County Clerk in making· 
their·reports. and are also used in the annual report or the State 
Superintendent of Publio Instruction. 
The purpose of this study is to pioture the educational 
situation in Wilson County as· it has been for the ten year period 
ending with the sohool year of 1927·1928. 
The follovring are the specific questions to be answered: 
1. What part of the total expenditures of the county is 
used for education? 
2. liotv does the total amount of money spent tor education 
in the county oanpare with the individual.expenditures of the county? 
3. What has been the cost of elementary education for the 
ten years of the study? 
4. What has secondary education.been costing the rural 
districts? 
6. Thia county operates under the Barnes Law. Bow muoh 
of this money is raised by a tax on the assessed valuation of the 
high school districts? 
a. Durin'g the last five years of the study, what part 





PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The expenditures of Wilson County are classified under 
the following heads: Education, General, Road• Bridge, Hospital, 
Farm Bureau, Poor, and Court House Repair. 
Table I ehov;s the amount of money expended eaoh year for 
the period of the study for eaoh i temJ the total amount of' money 
spent during the period of this study for each item; and the total 
amount of money spent for all items • 
. Table II gives the percentages each item is for of the 
total annual expenditure.~ This is given for eaoh year of the 
period ot the study. lt also shows the percentage the total amount 
spent tor eaoh item is to the total expenditures of tho period. 
Charts I to X inclusive, show the comparisons of the 
amount of money spent tor eaoh item of ex·penditure by Wilson County 
tor the years· 1918--1919, 1919--1920, 1920--1921, 1921--1922, 1922--
19231 1923--1924, 1924-~1925, 1925--1926, 1926--1927, 1927--1928 
respectively. : ; 
Chart XI shows a comparison or the amount of money spent 
tor education by Wilson County for each year of the ten year period. 
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TABLE I 9 
THE EXPENDITURES OF WILSON com'TY KANSAS FOR THE TEN YEAR PERIOD ENDING JUBE 30. 1928_ 
1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 
Education $f8;032.21 $29.691.90 $32;879.88 $30.401.96 $33.081.07 
General 46,.883.75 47.507.04 47,774~87. 36,,192.81 35.812.30 
Road 3,6,064.42 --~_69 ,281.0'l 122.110.53 59,53? .rr 62.993.93 
Hospital io.ssa.ss ... ,_ 10.819.33 7,917.84 10.857.84 12,343.68 
Farm Bureau 1,,803.22 1,979.46 1,,782~64 1,990.60 2,263.00 
Poor 1.212.aa 19.794.60 . r~ .ao1 .1s, 18,076.41 20,572.81 . 
Bridge _21,638~65 51.465~96 79,228.63. _54,?87.51 10.286.40 
Court House Repairs 7_),837.30 
Total 142,494.06 238.376.66 309,561.55 ;hl.344.30 177.353.19 
1924 1925 1926 1927 1928, Total 
Education 41.012.33 57 /125.86 52,890.82· ·50,345.56 so.1s1.04 -,$396,842.63 
General 32,040.89 29,,931.93 27,424.87 22.375.80 37,,615.68 , 365.559.84 
Road 98"489.83 61,788.04 51,911.37 52.769.60 55.482.97 670.488.93 
Hospital 11,443.17 10,689.97 7,,835.68 3,729.30 3,761.56 90.257.30 
Farm Bureau 2,517.50 3.206.99 2.938.38 2,796.97 2,821.17 24,,099.93 
Poor 22,88.6.35 21,379.95 19,,587.19 18,,646.50 18.807.79 184,771.64 
Bridge 11,.443.17 42.759.89 58.767.58 55.939.50 41,,377.14 427,194.43 
Co1lrt House·Repairs 18.807.79 26.645.09 
Total 219,833.24 227,482.63 2~1,355.89 206 ;i603. 23 229~455.04 
Grand Total .2';183,859 •. 79 
10 . 
TABLE II 
THE PERCENTAGE O~ EAOH ITEM IS OF THE TOTAL EXPENDITURES OF WILSON 
BY YEAR AND FOR THE TEN YEAR PERIOD 
1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 Total 
·Education 12.7 12.4 10.6 14.3 18.65 .18.65 25.4 23.9 24.4 22.1 18.1 
General · 32.9 ' 19.9 15.4 17.l 20.2' 14.6 13.2 12.4 10.8 16.4 16.6 
Road 26.3 29.l 39.4 28.l , 35.5 44.8 27.2 23.5 26.5 24.2 30.7 
Hospital 7.6 4.5 2.a 5.1 6.9 6.2 4.7 3.5 1.8 1.6 4.1 
Farm Bureau 1.3 0-.s o.57 o.9 1.3 1.1 1.09 l.3 1.35 1.25 1.1 
Poor 5.1 a.a 5.7 8.5 llo59 10.4 9.4 8.9 9,02 a.1 8.5 
Bridge 15.l 21.2 26.6 2s.·s 5.8 6.2 18.7 26.09 27.07 18.03 19.7 
Court Bouse 
Repairs 3.3 a.2 1.2 
Education reo~ived 18 .• 1% ot the total amount of the money expended 
during this period. Roads received the highest percent of the expenditures, 
while the Fa.rm :eureau received the least. 
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·Farm Bureau J 
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CHART II 
A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES OF WILSON COUNTY IN.1919--1920 
Roads I 
Bridges I 






C.H. Repairs l 
Farm Bureau J 
CHART III 















A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES OF WILSON COUNTY IN 1921•-1922 
I 
Roads l 





F. Bureau D 
I 
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I CHART v 
A tOMPARISON OF TBE EXPENDITURES OF WILSON COUNTY IN 1922-·1923 
Roads 
General ' I 
Education I 
Poor I I 
·Hospital -1 
Bridge I 




A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES OF WILSON COUNTY IN 1923--1924 
! 
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F. Bureau ]' 
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CHARf.VII . 
A COMPARISON ~F THE EXPENDITURES OF WILSON COUNTY IN 1924--1925 
Roads l 












A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES OF WILSON COUNTY IN 1925--1926 
Bridges I 





F. Bureau ~ 
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CP...ARt IX 
A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES OF WILSON COUNTY IN 1926--1927 
Bridges I 





F. Bureau 0 
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A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES OF WILSON COUNTY IN 1927•-1928 
-
Roads - I 
Education I I 
Bridges. I 











A COMPARISON OF ~HE TOTAL EXPENDITURES OF WILSON COUNTY FOR THE TEN 
YEAR PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30, 1928. 
















Table III Shc.1NS a comparison of the expenditures 
by Wilson County vlith the expenditures of 1918--1919. This table 
shows each item for eaoh year compared with the 1918--1919 expenditure 
of that i temo 
In Table IV is given the total amount or money spent 
for education in Wilson county and the amount of money spent by 
the county for its various items of expense. Table VI compares 
these items by showing the percentage education is of each item. 
Table VII gives the percentage the total amunt spent for edu-
cation is of the total amounts spent for the items listed. · 
Charts XII to XXI inclusive show the expenditure 
for 'education 1n the oounty compared with the other expenses 




THE PERCENT THE EXPENDITURES OF THE'YEARS 1919•1920, 1920·1921, 
19~1-1922, 192~-1923, 1923~1924, 1924-1925. 1925-1926,~1926-7, 
1927-1928 are or the 1918-19 EXPENDITURES 
19 20 21 22 23 
EduQation 100 164.6 . 182.3 168.8 187,3 
General 100 101.3 101,9 77.l 76.4 
Road 100 192,1 338,7 165.G 174.6 
Hospital 100 99,6 72.09 99.9 113.6 
F •. Bureau 100 109.7 91.l 110.3 126.5 
Poor 100 274.4 246,8 250.6 285,2 
Bridge 100 137,8 366.l 204,6 47,5 
No Expenditures for Court House Repair 
24 25 26 27 28 
Education 227.4 314.6 293.3 279.l 285.5 
General 68.3 63.8 58~4 47.7 eo.2 
Road 273.0 171.3 143,9 146.9 153.B 
Hospital 105,3 98.4 ·12.1 34.3 34.6 
F. Bureau 139,G 177.8 162.3 155.1 156,4 
Poor 317.2 296,3 271.5 268.5 260,7 
Bridges 52,9 197.6 225.3 258,5 191.2 
TABLE 1.V 
THE TOTAL AMOUtiT OF MONEY SPENT FOR EDUCATION IN WILSON COUNTY 
AND. THE AMOUNT SPENT BY THE COUNTY FOR OTHER ITEMS ExOEPT 
EDUCATION 
1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 
Education 108 .. 716.13 129,441.14 146,514.04 208,152.07 198,893.86 
General 46,883,75 47 ,607.04 ' 47,774.87 36,192.81 35,812.30 
Road 36,064.42 69,,281.07 122,170.53 59,537017 62,993.93 
Hospital 10,858.93 10,819.33 . 7,917.84 10,857.84 12,343.68 
Farm Bureau 1,803.22 ' 1,979.46 1,782.64 1,990.60 2,263.00 
Poor 1,212.aa 19, 794.60 . 17,807.16 18.076.41 20,572.81 
Bridges · 21,638.65 51,465.96 79,228.63 54,287.-51 10,286.40 
Court House Repairs '7,837.30 
1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 
Education 170,965.30 193,683.69 203,074.68 182,482.29 199,856.56 
General 32,040.89 29,931.93 27,424.87 22,375.80 37,615.58 
Road 98,489.83 61,788.04 51,911.37 52,769.60 55,482.97 
Hospital 11,443.17 10,689.97 7',835.68 3,729.30 3,761.56 
Farm Bureau 2,517.50 3,206.99 2,938.38 2,796.97 2l'821.17 
Poor 22,866.35 21,379.95 19,587.19 18,646.50 18,807.79 
Bridge 11,443.17 42,759.89 . 58, 767.58 55,939.50 41,377.14 
Court Bouse Repairs 18,807.79 
25 
TABLE V 
THE PERCENTAGE THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT FOR EDUCATIO?i IS OF 
: 
) 
THE OTHER ITEMS OF EXPENDITURE OF WILSON COUNTY FOR THE TEN YEAR 
PERIOD ENDING JUNE 301 1928. 
19 20 21 22 23 
Education 100 100 100 100 100 
General 231.3 272.4 306.6 575.1 365.3 
Road 301.4 185.3 119.9 361.2 299.8 
Hospital 1001.e 1196.4 1850.4 1816.7 1611,3 
F. Bureau 6028.9 11591.l 8216.9 10406,.6 8788.9 
Poor 1507.2 653.9 822.2 1161.5 966.7 
Bridge 502.4 251.l 184.9 365.l 1933.5 
Court House Repair l65l.6 
24 25 26 27 28 
Education 100 100 100 100 100 
General 633.5 647.08 740.4 810.6 531.4 
Road .173.6 313.4 391.2 346.8 366.a 
Hospital 1494.04 1811.8 2590.4 4894.3 5307.7 
F. Bureau 6787.06 5038.l 6911.1 6524.2 7084.2 
Poor 747.0l 906.l 1036.8 977ol 1062.6 
Bridge 1494.04 452.8 345.3 326.2 482.7 
court Bouse Repair 
TABLE VI 
THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF :MONEY SPEflT FOR EDUCATION DURING THE TEN 
YEARS ENDING JUNE 30. 1928 BY ~rRE RURAL AND THIRD CLASS 
CITY SCl!OOLS OF WILSON COUNTY Y~NSAS AND THE AMOUNT 
SPENT BY THE COUNTY FOR ALL OTHER ITEMS 






Farm Bureau 24~099.93 




THE PERCEllTAGE THE TOTAL Ab!OUNT SPENT FOR EDUOAT ION IN · 












A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION IN THE COUNTY WITH 
THE OTHER EX.PEHDITURES OF THE COUNTY IN 1918--1919 
Eduoa ti on:· 





Farm Bureau · 
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CHAR! XIII 
A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION IN WILSON COUNTY 














A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION IN WILSON COUNTY WITH 
THE OTHER EXPENDITURES OF THE COUNTY IN 1920--1921 
I 
Education I 




( I Poor 
Hospital D 




A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION IN WILSON COUNTY WITH 
THE OTHER EXPENDITURES OF THE COUNTY IN 1921·-1922 
Education 





Farm Bureau D 
I 
CHART XVI 
A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION IN WILSON. COUNTY 















A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION IN WILSON COUNTY WITH 











A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES FOR EDUOAT ION IN WILSON COUNTY WITH 








Hospital D ' 




A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION IN .. 1'VILSON COUNTY WITH 








Hospital D I 




A COMPARISON OF THE EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION IN WILSON COUHTY 




' General r 
Poor.· I 
Hospital J 




A COMPARISON OF TBE EXPENDITURES FOR EDUOATIOU IN WILSON COUHTY WITH 








Court House !, 
Repairs I 
Hospital .D 




A COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR ~DUCATION IN WILSON COUNTY WITH 
THE TOTAL EXPE!iDITURES OF THE COUNTY FOR THE TEN YEAR PERIOD ENDING 
JU'NE 30, 1926 
1916-1919 I 
1919•1920 I 














SCHOOL POPULATION BASED ON AVERAGE :OAILY ATTENDANCE FOR THE 
YEARS 1916--1919 UP TO AND INCLUDING 1927--1928 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
Rural 1305 1311 1366 1460 1463 1382 1372 1363 1366 1268 
Graded 998 1001 1003 1157 1110 1078 1069 1091 1076 1002 
High 159 202 244 27(1 298 . 303 383 311 334 315 
Total 2462 2514 2590 2895 2871 2764 2844 2785 2778 2605 
The school population based on average daily attendance in 
Wilson County for the schools of this study was the ~argest in 
1921--1923.. More pupils were in actual attendance in high school 
in 1924•1925 than in any one year of the study. 
Oha~s 23 1 24 1 and 25 show a comparison ot the population 
ot the rural graded and high schools tor the ten year period ending 




THE RURAL scnooL ATTENDANCE FOR THE Tf;N YEAR PERIOD ENDIMG JUNE 30, 1928 
. ' : .. 





1922-1923 -- r 
~~ 







THE GRADE SO HOOL ATtENDAlf CE FOR THE TEN YEAR PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30, 1928 
1918•1919 I 













THE HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDANCE FOR THE T.EN YEAR PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30, 1928 
1918-1919 \ 
1919-1920· I 




1923 ... 1924 I 
1924-1926 I ~ 
-
1925-1926 
' 1926-1927 I 
1927-1928. I 
Table IX shows the total amount of money spent by 
the rural and third class cities for all education: the a.mount 
ot money the rural schools spent for elementary eduoationJ 
the amount the graded districts spent tor both elementary and 
secondary education, and tor the five year period ending 
June 30, 1928, the amount of money spent for secondary education 
and the amount spent tor elementary education by the graded 
school districts. 
The expenditures for elementary and secondary education 
were not divided in the repo~ts of these districts prior to, 
June so. 19230 
fable X compares the educational costs of the ten 
year period with the costs for 1918--1919J Table X shows 
what percentage of the total educational costs went to the 
different districts and to elem3ntary and secondary education. 
Charts 26 to 35 inclusive show graphically a 
comparison of expenditures by the graded and rural distrio~s, 





COST OF EDUCATION FOR THE YEARS 1918--1919 UP To· AND INCIIJDING 1927--1928 
1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 
Total Cost of 
All Education 108.716.13 129.441.14 146.514.04 208~152.07 198~893..'35 
One Teacher 
Schools 54.755.53 61._809.09 74#364.94 8lj382.80 ao.275032 
Two or More 
Teacher Schools 53~960.60 67.632.0? 72.149.10 126.,769~27 118 .• 618.53 
Total Cost of 
All Education 170,965.30 193.683.69 203.074.68 182.482,.29 199#856~55 1.741.779.74 
One Teacher 
Schools 75,423.97 76,046.14 81.132.09 83,022.22 96.843.10 765.055.20 
Two or More 
Teacher Schools 95.541.33 117.637.55 121,.942.59 99.460.07 103.013.45 -976. 724.54 
Graded Schools 56.557.20 86.,101.29 84.aoo.aa 63.493.93 56.964.26 347.917.50 
-High Schools 38.984.13 31.536.26 37.14,1.77 35.96~.14 46,049 •. 19 189.677.49 
Total for Grade and High School for Last 5 Years--537.594.99 
In 1921--1922 according to the actual dollars spent the total cost of education 
was larger than any other year of the stuc\Y.• The same ~as true of the total cost of 
education in the two or more teacher schools. while the rural schools spent the most money 
in 1927--1928. 
TABLE X 
A COMPARISON. BY PERCEMTAGES OF THE.EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES 
OF 1920--1921. 1921--1922, 1922-19251 1923•-1924, 1924-
1925, 1926--19271 1927•;1928 WITH THE EXPENDITURES 
OF 1918--1919. 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
1'otal Cost ot 
All Education 100 119.1 134.7 191.4 182.9 157.2 178.1 186.7 
Elementary Ed,. 
Rural Schools 100 - 112.8 135.8 148.6 . 146.6 135.9 138.8 148.1 
El. and Seo. Ed. 
Graded· Schools 100 125.4 133.7 234.9 219~8 i77.i 21a.o 226.0 
Elem. Education 
Grade School loo 100 152.2 149.9 
Secondary Ed. 
Graded Schools 100 100 so.a. 95.2 
-) 
The amount of money spent for sooondary education was 
largest in 1921--1928, while the amount of money spent for e le11J3nta.ry 









A Comparison by peroentages of the costs of elementary eduoation in 
the rural sohoolsJ elenentary education in the graded sohoolsJ the 
amount of money spent by tho graded school districts tor all education 
and the amount of money spent for secondary education. The a.mount 
ot money spent· tor the elementary and seoondary education by the 
graded schools is given tor the five year JS riod ending June 30, 
1928., for previous to the begiining of this period the expenditures 
~ 
were not separated. 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
Total Percent of 
All Education 100' 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Elementary Ed. 
Rura1·schools 63.3 47.o 50.7 39.l ·40.3 44.1 39.2 39.9 46.2 
El. and Seo. Ed. · 
Graded. Schools 46.7 53.0 49.3 60.9 59.7 55.9 so.a 60.l 54.8 
Elem. · Eduoa tion 
Graded Schools 33.8 44.4 31.2 34.7 
Secondary 
Education 22.1 16.4 28.9 20.1 
Total Ed. Expenditures-·100% 
Rural Ed. Expendituras--43.9% 
Grade Expenditures 56.l 
Elementary education in the rural schools costs almot as much as both 
secondary· and elementary education in the rural schools. It cost more 
than the grade aohool expenditures for eleJientary and secondary educa-








~ CHART XX.VI 4'7 
A COMPARISON OF THE AUDUNT OF.MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
FOR EDUCATION WITH THE TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUCATION BY TH.ESE DISTRICTS IN 1918··19. 
Total cost ot I all education 
Rural I Elementary 
Grade Schoo ls l Elem. and Seo o 
CHART XX.VII 
A COMPARISON OF TBE AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
FOR EDUCATION WITH THE TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUCATION BY THESE DISTRICTS IN 1919-20. 
) 
( 
Total cost ot I all education 
Grade Schools I Elem. and Sec. 
·aural I Elemntary 
CHART XA'"VIII / 
A COMPAHISON OF THE AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
FOR EDUCATION WITH THE TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUCATION BY THESE DISTRICTS IN 1920-21. 
Total o oat · ot I all eduoution 
Rural I Elementary· 
Grade Schools I Elem. and.Seo. 
48 
CHART llIX 
A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
FOR EDUCATION WITH THE TOT~l\.L AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUCATION BY THESE DISTRICTS IN 1921-22. 
f ota.1 cost ot " I 
all education 





A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
FOR EDUCATION WitH THE TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUCATION BY THESE DISTRICTS IN 1922-23 •. 
Total cost ot II all education 
Grade Schools I Elem. and Seo. 
Rural J Elementary 
CHART XXXI · 
A COMPARISON.OF THE AMOUNT OF.MONEY SPENT BY TBE RURAL DISTRICTS, THE AMOUNT OF 
MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADED DISTRICTS FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, THE 
AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADED DISTRICTS FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, THE 
AMOUNT SPENT. BY THE GRADED DISTRICTS FOR SECONDARY• WITH THE TOTAL AMOUNT 
SPENT FO~ EDUCATION IN THE COUNTY FOR 1923·-1924. 
Total Cost ot I All Eduoation 
Grade· School I Elam. and Seo. 
·Rural I Ele~ntary 
Grade l Elementary -
Secondary .. I 
OHAR'l' XXXII 
A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT. OF MONEY SPENT BY THE RURAL DISTRICTS, THE AMOUNT OF 
l!ONEY SPENT BY THE GRADED DISTRICTS ON ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, WITH 
THE TOTAL AMOUNT SPEMT FOR EDUCATION IN THE COUNTY FOR 1924""'."-1925. 
total Cost ot I All Education 
Grade Sohool I Elem. and Seo. 
Grade I Elementary 




A COMPARISOl(OF THE AMOUNT OF YONEY SPEN'.r BY ,THE RURAL DISTRICTS.· THE AMOUNT OF 
MOlfEY SPEN1' BY TUE GRADED DISTRICTS ON ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, WITH 
THE TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUOA'l'ION IN THE COUNTY FOR 1925--1926. 
Total Cost of 
All Education 
Grade School I Elem., and Seo. 
Grade I Elementary 
Rural I Elementary 
Secondary I 
CHART .XX.XIV 
A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE RtTRAL DISTRICTS• THE AMOUNT OF 
MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADED DISTRICTS ON ELEWNTARY· AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, WITH 
THE TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUCATION IN THE ·COUNTY FOR 1926•27. 
Total Cost of I All Education 










A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE RURAL DISTRICTS, THE AMOUNT OF 
MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADED DISTRICTS ON ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, WITH 
THE TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUCATION IN THE COUNTY FOR 1927·-1926 
,, 
- I 
Total Cost of I 
All Eduoat ion 
Grade School I Elem. and Seo. 




Secondary \ I 
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OH.ART XXXVI 
THE PURCHASING POWER OF THE DOLLAR BASED ON THE COST OF LIVING 






1922 ii ' I 
1923 I 
.1924 I 




. 1928 I 
TABLE XII 
T~ PURCHASING POWER OF THE DOLLAR BASED ON THE COST OF 
LIVING. 1913 = 100 
1919 ••••• ,......... .a·2 
1920............... .76 
1921•••••••••0••••• ,78 
- 1922............... .75 
1923............... .78 






TABLE XIII ' 
THE COST OF EDUCATION ACCORDING TO THE BUYING POWER OF THE DOLLAR IN 
1913. 1918-.... 1919 TO AND INCLUDING 1927--1928 
1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 
Total Cost ot 
All Eduoation $67,404.00 98,376.27 114,280.95 156,114.05 156,,137'.10 
One feaohet 
Schools 33,948.43 46,975.90 68,004.65 61,037.10 62,614.74 
Two or More 
Teacher Schools 33,455.5'1 61,399.37 66,276.30 95,076.96 92,522.36 
Total Cos.t ot 
All Education 123,09~.0? ~27,~31.23 . ~29,967. '19 130,839.80 152,090.83 
One Teacher 
Schools 54,305.26 50,190.45 51,924.64 59,,526.93 73,697.60 
, ' ~ " . 
Two or Kore 
Teacher Schools sa,1aa.11. 77,~0.78, ' '78,043.15 71,312.87 78,393.23 
Grade Schoo.ls 40,721.19 '56,82().85 ' 54,272.42 45,525.15 43,349.80 
Bigh Schools 28,068.5~ 20,813,93 .23,770.73 25,787.72 35,043.43 
The expenses ot the two or more teacher sohools were not separated 
tor the years 1918--1919 up to and including 1922--1923. 
" ~ " ' ' 
The total cost of all education in Wilson County, according to the 
r , , ' ~ ' • , 
buying power of the dollar in 1913, was the greatest in 1921-•1922. The 
same was true of the cost of all education 1n the graded schools maintaining 
both elem:Jntary an~ secondary education, Secondary education costs were 




THE COST OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION PER PUPIL IN THE RURAL SCHOOLS 
BASED ON AVEHAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE 
Thia t~ble gives the costs on the basis of aotual expenditures and on 
the basis of the buying power of the dollar in 1913. 
1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 
Actual Cost 
ot Education 54,755.53 61,809-.09 74,364.94 81,382.80 60,275.32 
Percentage Com• 
pared with 1919 Cost 100 112.a 135,8 148.6 146.6 
Cost of Ed. 
Based on 1913· 
Dollar 33,948.43 46,975.90 58,004.65 611037.10 62,614. 74 
Comp. With 
l'io.s 1919 Cost 100 138.3 179.7 174.4 
Pupils .A· D A 1306 1311. 1366 1460 1483 
Actual Cost; 
. Per Pupil A D A 41.95 47.14 64.44 55.74 54.19 
· Comp. With 1919 
Cost Per Pupil A D A 100 112.3 129.8 132.9 121.9 
Cost Per Pupil 
A D A 1913 Dollar 26.0l 35.83· 42.46 41.12 42.80 
Comparison Cost 
Per Pupil 1919 
cost A D A 100 137.T 163.2 157.'l 164.5 
56 
TABLE IV (Cont.) 
1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 
Aotual Cost 
ot Edu oat ion 75,423.9'1 76,046.14 81,132.09 83,022.22 96,843.10 
Percentage Com-
pared with 
1919 cost 135.9 138.8 148.l 151.6 176.9 
Cost of Ed. 
Based ·on 1913 
Dollar 54,305.25 501190.46 61_.924.64 59,526.93 73,697.60 
Comp, With 
147.s · 1919 .Cost 159,$ 152.9 175.3 207.1 
Pupils A D A 1382 1372 1383 1368 1288 
Aotua.l Cost .. 
Per Pupil A D A 54.68 66.43 58.66 60.69 76.19 
· Comp. With 1919 
Cost Per Pupil A D A 130.l 132.l 139,8 144.6 179.9 
. 'Cost Per Pupil 
A D A 1913 Dollar 39.29 36.58 37.64 43,51 57.22 
Comparison Cost 
Per Pupil 1919 
· Cost AD A· 151.5 140.-4 144.3 167,2 219.7 
Total Aotual Cost of Eduoation.,7651 055,40 
"T}ie actual coat ot elementary education per pupil :ln average daily 
attendance in education in the rural schools in 1927•1928 was 79.9 higher 
than in 1918-•1919. 
· ! lt was '119.7% higher in 1927---1928 ·than in ·1918·-1919 according to the 
purchasing power of the dollar in 1913. 
TABLE XV 
THE COST OF ELEMENTARY EDUOATION PER PUPIL IN THE TWO.OR MORE TEACHER 
SCHOOLS OF WILSON COUNTY BASED ON AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE > 
These costs are given for the five year period ending June 30, 1928, 
for prior to that time the secondary and elementary education costs were 
The costs are given on the basis of actual amount of money expended 
and the buying power of the dollar in 1913 •. 
1924 1926 1926 1927 1928 
Aotual·Cost 
of Education 56557~20 86101.29 84800.82 63493.93 56964.26 
Percentage 
Comparison of 
1924 costs 100 152.2 149.9 112.3 100.7 
Pupil A D·A 1078. 1088 1091 1076 1002 
Cost Per 
Pupil AD A 52.46 79.13 77.73 69.0l 66.85 
comparisdn·oost 
·Per Pupil A D A 
with 1924 Cost 100 150.S 148.1 112.4 108.3 
Cost 0£ Education 
1913 Dollar 40721.19 56826.65 54272.42 45625.15 43349.85 
Percentage Comp. 
' 1924 Costs , 100 13965 133.2 111.6 106.4 
Cost Per Pupil 
A DA 1913 Dollar 37,77 62.23 42.31 43.26 
Percentage Comp. 
1924 A D A costs 100 138 .2 131.9 112.0 114.6 
57 
'he figures for Table XV are for the five year period 
' . 
ending June 30, 192~. Elementary and secondary education oosts 
were not ~epara.ted prior to that time. 
the cost of elementary education per pupil in average 
daily attendance in these districts was.8.3% higher in 1927-1928 
than in 1923--1924 and had decreased 42o5% over the 1924--1926 
costs. 
The cost-of education according to tho purchasing 
power of the dollar in 1913 was 14.5% higher in 1927--1928. 





TBE COST OF SECONDARY EDUCATION PER PUPIL IN THE DISTRICTS OF 
THIS STUDY MAINTAINING HIGH SCHOOLS ON THE BASIS OF AVERAGE 
DAILY ATTENDANCE. 
. . 
This is ta.ken for the five year period ending June 30, . 19~8, 
for prior to this time the oosts of elementary nnd secondary education 
were not ~eparated. 
The a.otual costs and the oost based on the buying povmr of the 
dollar are taken, 
1924 1926 1926 1927 1928 
Actual Cost 
Secondary Ed. 39984.13 31536.26 37141. 77 35966.14 46049.19 
1 Percentage Oom-
parison 1924 100 80~'8 95.2 92.0 123.2 
. Pupils Per A. D A 303 383 311 334 316 
Oost Per Pupil 
ADA 131.96 82.34 119.42 107.77 146.19 
Co st of Secondary 
Education Based on 
1913 Dollar 28788.67 20813.94 23771.73 25896.61 34997.38 
Percentage Comp. 
1924 100 72.2 82.5 89.9 e 121.5 
Cost per Pupil 
A D A 1913 Dollar 92.03 54.34 76.44 71.17 111.10 
Percentage Co~p. 
with 1924 Cost A D A 100 59.0 .. 83.l 77.3 120.6 
Percentage Oompl 
of Pupil A D A costs 
in Actual Dollars 
Spent 100 62o4 90.47 91.68 . 110.78 
The actual oosts or secondary education per. pupil in average 
daily attendance for the five year period ending June 30, 1928 were 
10.78% higher in 1927--1928. According to the buying pO'lrer of the 
dollar in 1913. it was 20.6% higher in 1927·-1928 than in 1923-24. 
CHART l.SXVII · 60 
A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUBT OF MOlJEI SPENT -BY THE GRADE AND RURAI/SCHooL DISTRICT FOR 
EDUCATION WITH THE TCJ.rAL AMOUNT SPENT FOR .EDUCATION IH 1918 .AND 1919 ACCORDING TO 
THE BUYING POWER OF THE D 




Co.st of Educ. 
Graded Sohoola .----
CHAR! XX.XVIII 
A COMPARISON OF THE AMOtnn.'· OF 'MONJ!iY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND RURAL SCIIOOL DISTRICT FOR 




Cost ot Eduo. 
Rural Schools 
THE BUYING POWER OF THE DOLLAR IN 1913 
I 
I 
Cost ot Educ. I 
Graded Schools 1-------
OHART XXXIX 
A COMP .ARISON OF·· THE AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND lURAL SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR 
EDUCATION WITH THE TOTAL AMOUlfT-SPENT FOR EDUCATION IN 1920-1921 ACCORDDIG TO 
THE BUYING POWER OF THE DOLLAR IN 1913 
Total Cost ot I All Edue>at ion 
Cost ot Educ. I Rttra.1 Schools 
Cost of Eduo. I Graded Schools 
CHA.RT XL 
A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND RURAL SCHOOL 
DISTRICT FOR EDUCATION WITH THE TOT.AL AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUCATION IN 
1921 and 1922 A.OOORDING TO THE BuYING POWER OF THE DOLLAR 
IN 1913 
Total Oost of I all Education 
oo·st of Educ. 
Rura.l Sohools I 
Cost"ot Eduo. 
Graded Sohools I 
CHART XLI 
A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND RURAL SCHOOL . I 
DISTRICT FOR EDUCATION WITH THE TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUCATION IN 
1922 AND 1923 ACCORDING TO THE BUYING Pa.~ER OF THE DOLLAR IN 1913 
Total Cost of 
All Education I 
Cost ot Educ. 
Rural Sohool8 I 
Cost of Eduo. I Graded Sohoola 
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_ . CHART XLII 
A COlW/i.RISON OF THE AlAOUNT OF MONh'T SPENT BY THE GRADE AlID RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
THE GRADE DISTRICTS FOR ELEUENTARY EPuCATION AND THE GR.ADE DISTRICTS FOR 
SECOlWARY EDUCATION WITH THE TOTAL COST OF J~LL EDUCATION. IN 1924.:..1925 
ACCORDING TO 1•f!E BUYING POWER OF THE DOLLA.R IN 1913 
total Cost ot 
All Education 
Cost or Educ. 
Rural Schools 











A COMPARISON OF THE A}ltOUNT OF MOMEY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND It'UHAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
THE GRA.DE DISTRICTS i'OR EU~Jt:EN'l'AHY EDUOATION AUD THE GRADE DISTRICTS FOR 
SECONDARY EDUCATION WITH THB TOTAL COST OF.ALL EDUCATION IN 1925-1926 
ACOORDING TO THE BUYING POWER OF THE DOLLAR IN 1913 
Total Cost ot . I All Education 
Cost of Eduo •. I Rural Sohools 
Cost of Eduo •. I Graded Sohools 
Elementary Eduo. I Graded School 
Secondary I Education 
63 
ClIAR1' XLIV .. ,. .. 
A COMPARISON 'o:F ·ms Ailfou»T OF MONEY SPENT BY T.ffif '<JR.ADE .Alm RUlu\L SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
THE GRADE DISTRICTS. FOR. ELEi~ENTARY EDUCATION AND THE . GRADE DISTRICTS FOR . 
SECONDARY EDUOATIONWITH THE TOTAL COST OF ALL EDUCATION IN 1926•1927 
ACCORDING TO THE BUYIHG POWER OF THE DOLLAR IN 1913 .. · 
Total Cost ot 
All Education 
Cost of Eduo., 
Rural Sohoola 











A COMPARISON OF THE Al~OUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY THE GRADE AND RURtiL SCHOOL DWTRICT, 
THE GRADE DISTRICTS FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND THE GRADE DISTRICTS FOR 
SECONDARY EDUCATION WITH THE TOTAL COST OF ALL EDUOA1'ION IN 1926-1927 
ACCORDING ro THE BUYING POWE.R OF THE DOLLA.R IN 1913 
Total Cost ot I All Education 
cost of Educ. I Rural Schools 
Cost ot Eduo, 
Graded School I 
Elementary Educ. 





A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF MONEY SPE!iT BY THE GRADE AND RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
THE GRADE DISTRICTS FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND THE GRADE DISTRICTS FOR 
SECONDARY EDUCATION WITH THE TOTAL COST OF ALL EDUCATION IN 1927-1928 
AOOORDIMG. TO THE BUYING POWER OF THE DOLLAR IN 1913 
Total Cost ot. 
All Education 
Cost of Educ., 
Rural Schools 













Wilson CO'llllty open.tea under the Barnes I.aw. Thia providea 
that the oounty oom!Hlonera &ball make a levy eaoh year to provide 
the monev that la lmCltfl a.a the Ba.mes mone;. All h1gh aohool dietriota 
teoel\'e eo.m.ct of this money1 the amount depending upon the average 
· da.111 attendance ot puplle and the number of full tltne lnstruotora. 
fable XVII 1how1 the assessed valuation ot the rural school 
4iotr1cts to~ eaoh year1 the tax lev:rJ and the amount of money raised 
by th11 levy, 
table XVIll •hows the aame information .oonoeming the 
graded oohool dlatrlots maintaining high eohoolaJ Table XIX 1how1 the 
amount or Barnes money these d1atr1ote maintaining high aohoola have 
received the pa.et th-0 years. Staticlt1oa wore not available tor the 
first tlve years ot the period ot the study. 
fable XX ahONi the percent ot tho whole amount the high 
achool diatriots ot the study recelyed. 
Oharta .XLVII to LVt show a comparison or the amount of 
the Barnes fund raloed from the rural and graded •ohool dlatr1ota tor 
ten years ending June 30, 1926 and the amount ot the tund reoeived 
by the high aohool dlatriota during the ti.., year period ending June 30, 
1928, with the total Ba.mos fund oolleotod. 
TABLE XVII 
THE AHOUBT SECONDARY EDUCATION ms COST THE RURAL DIS1'RICTS FOR THE 
TEN YEAR PERIOD.ENDED JUHE 30, 1928 
Yea~· Valuation Rate Amount -
1918-1919 18.957,629 .ooos 9478.81 
1919•1920 21,saa,105 ' .• 90075 16191.52 .. 
1920•1921 19,265,195 ' .oooas1 16394.68 
1921-1922 lS,532,979 .oooa39 15549.16 
1922•1923 -13,490,981 .oooaos 10833.25 
1923-1924 19,284,235' '.000893 17220.82 
1924-1925 17,941,020 .00136 23208.40 
1925•1926 17,191,335 .00135 27220.37 
1926•1927 17,.314,080 .ool.36 2337401 
1927•1928 18,127,615 ,00135 24472,28 
the le'Vy toz- seoondacy education has remained the same 
tor the tour year period ending June 30, 1928. The assessed 





THE AMOUliT OF KONE!' RAISED UNDER THE BARNES LAW BY A TAX Olf THE 
ASSESSED VALUATION OF DISTRICTS MA.l~TAINlNG HIGH SCHOOLS 
Year Valuation Rate Amount - -
1918•1919 4,214,230 .s 14:1.11 12,101.12 
1919-1920 4:,702,490 .76 " 3,526.87 
1920•1921 4,379,196 .as1 n 31726.70 
1921-1922 4,844,655 .839 n .4.06~•6'1 
1928-1923 4,220,594 .803 " 3,389.14 
1923-1934 4,372,186 ,893 ff 3,904.36 
1924•l925 3;636,940 1;36 " 4,773.62 
1925-1926 3,117/125 1•36 ff 4,208.93 
1926-1927 3,118,310 1.36 n 4,209.72 
192'1•1928 3,117,246 1.36 tt 4,2oa.2a 
TABLE XIX 
THE AMOUNT OF MONEY REOEIVED UNDER THE BARNES LAW BY DISTRICTS OF 
THIS STUDY MAINTAINING HIGH SCHOOLS, DURING THE FIVE YEAR 
PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30, 1928 
1923-1924 ...... - - ... - - - .... - $31.23?.51 
1924•1925 • ~ • - • • - • - - • S3~Q09.2B 
1925-1926 - • - - • - - - •• - 38,812.24 
1926-1927 - - • - - - - - - - • 23,6?2.03 
192?•1928 •• - • - - • - - - • 21,645.04 
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TABLE .XX 
THE AMOUR'? .OF BARNES. FUBD RAISED BY WILSON COUNTY AND THE PERCENT 







!BE FIVE YEAR PERIOD ENDIIiG dUllE 301 1928 
Amount of Fund 
Received by Third 
total Amount of Class City Bigh 
Barnes FUnd Sohool Districts Percent 
41012.33 31237.51 12.e 
67725.86 33009,28 57.2 
6~890.82 38812.24 73.4 
60346.66 23572.03 46.8 
50181.04 21545.04 42.4 
The amount ot the Barnes fund ia based on the number 
ot full time high school teachers employed and the average daily 
attendance in the high school. Xbe above table gives t~e amount 
actually received by the high aohool diat~iota of this ~tudy. and 
what percent that amount la of the total amount. 
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OHAR1' XX.VII. 
A COMPARISON or·TBE Alrot1111' OF Tim BARNES FtJlfD RAISED FROM.THE RURAL AND 








A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF THE BARNES FUND RAISED FROM.THE .RURAL AND 




Barnes Fund · 





A CO:MPARISOlf OP THE AllO'Ull'l:'OF.;TBE BARNES FUID RAISED FROM THE RURAL AND 
BIGH SCHOOL DISTRICTS, WITB THE ·rorAL AMOUBf OF THE FUllD IN 1920 .. 21 . . -·1 
.sames Fund 
Rural.School 
Contribution· to Barnes Fund 
11 .. s. Distriots D 
Contributions to 




A COMPARISON"or THE·AMOtmT OF m ·BARNES FUND RAISED FROM THE RURAL ARD 
HIGH SCHOOL DISTRicrs. WITH THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF TBE FUND IN 1921-22 
Barnes Pund 
. . . 










...... · .. ,, ..................... .,,,.,, ....... -- .......... ".""-····aHA.lit ...... ,, .......... xtx ...... . 
· A· C014PARlSOB OF THE AMOUNT OF '?BE BARNES FUND RAISED FROM THE RURAL AND 
HIGH SCHOOL DIS!RIGTS,,WlfM 1BE. fOTAL AMOUlif OF THE FUND IN 19:22-1923 
Sarnes Fund .. ' l 
Rural Schiol ·: Contribut on to Barnes Fund J 
u.s. Distriots 
Contribution to 
Barnes Fund =i 
OBAR! XLII 
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A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUIT OP THE BA.Rl'fES FUND RAISED FROM THE RURAL AHD GRADED 
DISTRICTS, AND TEE AilJUlf OF- fBE FtmD RECEIVED BY THE RIGH SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
WIT~ THE !OTliL AJ!OUHT OF THE BARNES Ft1HD FOR 1923--1924. 
Barnas Fund I 
~ral Soh~ol 
ntr:l.b~ an to 1 rnes . n "' 
H •. St ¥istrict~ =:J con r bution o Barnes Fund 
-
.Amount H.s. I Districts Rece1~~ ot Barnes Fund ... 
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. OIW11' . XLXX? 
A OOMPARISOI OF '!BE J:Mowt·'"6:F m JlARNEs" FfJNJf RAISED JROH THE RURAI ... AND GRADED 
DIS'?RlOfSj AND 'THE AUOtniT OF THE FUND REOEIVEI) BY THE HIGH SOHOOL DISi'RICTS 
mm !BE TOTAL AMOUU! ·OF THE BARNES FUND FOR 1924•1926 
Barnes Fund 
.. I 
Rural School I Contribution to 
.Barnes rand. 
B. s • Districts 0 aontribut:ton to Barnes Fund 
Amowit n. s. ' J Dis tr iota Rece1 ":"' ot Barnes Fund . ., 
CH.A.Rr lLlV 
A COllPARlSOI OF TBE AMOUIT or mm BARMES FUND RAISED FROM THE RURAL AND GRADED 
DISTRlC'.rS~ AND THE AMOUMT 01 THE FUND REOEIVED BY ·THE HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
lVI~H TiE TOTAL AMOUNT OF TBE BARNES FUND FOR 1925·1926 
Ba.rnes Fund I 
Rural Seh701 Contribut on to I 
Barnes Fund 
\ 
lI.S Districts _J Contribution.to 
Barnes Fund 
~~~ic~s6fteaei-ve I . 
of Barnes Fund .~ 
I 
CHART·XLV 
'A COMPARISON OF THE. AMOUIT. OF T1lE BAlUlES FUHD RAISED FROM THE RURAL Alm GRADED 
DISTIUCfS, AID THE AMOUNT OF THE FUND RECEIVED Ff THE HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
WI'fB THE tOTAL . .AMOlnlT OF THE BARNES FUND FOR 1926·1927 
Barnes Fund. 





Amount n.s. · 
Districts Re-· 
· eeiire f a.mes 
CHARf XLVI 
A COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF THE BAR!fES FUND HA!SED FROM THE RURAL AlID GRADED 
DISfR.!CTS," AND !BE AMOUIT OF M FUND RECEIVED BY THE HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
• WITH TlIE TOTAL AMOUliT OF THE 13ARUES FUND FOR 1927-1928 
Barnes Fund 





f/fount t ·S str o s fie-






Th• total cost ot Education to~ the aural Districts 
!he rur~l districts have to support their distriot aohool 
\ 
and are also assessed a tax to meet 'the amount or money pr.ov1de4 tor· by. 
the Barnes Law,· this table shows what the rural districts. have been paying 
tor eletrentary eduoationJ tor aeoondaey eduoat:lonJ the levy tor aeoondary 
eduoat:Lon; the lev.y tor elementary eduoationJ the valuation of the diatriot 
and the total levy assessed tor the ten year period ending June 30, 1928. 
·1919 1920 1921 1922 
C&at of Elem. 
Education 54766.63 61809.09 74364.94 81382.BO 
oost or .secondary 
Education 9478.81 16191.62 16394,68 15549.16 
Levy i'or secondary 
Education .6 w.75 .851 .839 
JAvy tor Elementary 
Education· 
Va.luation of 
2.9 2.85 3.'16 4.36 
RU.ral D1striot1 189576.29 216887.06 192651.95 185329.79 
Total Levy for Seo-
onda~y and Elem.en-· 
tary Education 3.4 3.6 '·' 5.2 Total Cost ot Elemen-
ta~y and Sec. Education 64234,34 78000.61 90759.62 96,931.96 
1924 1926 1926 1927 
Cost ot Elem. 
· Education 75423.97 76046.14 81132.09 83022.22 
Cost.of Secondary 
·Education 1'7220,82 23208.40 27220.37 23374.0l 
l/Jvy tor Secondary 
Education .S93 1.35 l.35 1.36 
Levy for Elementary 
Education 3,907 4.15 5.05 4.85 
Valuation of RUral 
D1stri1cta 192842.36 17941.20 171913.35 1'73140.80 
Total Levy tor Seo-
ondaey and Elementary 
Education 4:.8 6.6 6.4 e.1 
Total Cost ot Elemen-
ta!:I and Seconda!:l Ed. 92644.79 . 99254.54 108352.46 106396.23 
Total Cost ot Elementary Eduoation-·•••••••••···-·····--'165,056.20 
total Cost ot Secondary Eduoation-••··---···•·····-··-··1831943.30 


















m PERCENTAGE m COST OF ELEMEN'.l'ARY .AND SECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE RURAL 
DIS'l'RIO'l'S IS TO THE TOTAL. COST OF EDUCATION IN THESE DISTRICTS FOR 
THE TEI YEAR PERIOD ENDING JUNE 301 1928 
fhia table shows what percent ot the Jnoney raised tor 
education in the rutal districts ta spent tor the elementary education in 
the diatriota and what percent goes to the Barnes tund. 
•19 •20 '21 •22 •23 •24 '25 •26 •27 
Peroent !otal .· Cat: 
ot Education 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Percent El. Ed. ls 
ot Total Coat of Ed. as.a '19.2 81.8 83.9 ea.1 81•4 76.6 74.8 1a.o 
Percent sec. Ed. is 
ot !ota.l Coat of' Ed. 14.,a ·20.s 18.2 18.l 11.9 18~6 23.4 26.2 22.0 
Percent Grand Total 
Cost of Eduoat ion 
Percent Total Cost 
of Elementary Ed• it 
ot Grand Cost ot Education 
Percent Total Cost. 
ot Seo. Education is 
ot Grand Total Cost 
ot Educ~t:lon 
Nineteen and tour-tenths per cent of the total amount ot 
money raised tor educational purposes during the ten year period ending 
June 30 ,, 1928 in the rural school districts was used to support secondary 












A COMPARISON OP iHE lttPENDITUBES FOR Et.BMENfARl" AND SECONDARY EDUCATION WITH 
fBE fO!AL EXPENPIT'OllES Of fHE JltJRAL DIS !RICTS roa !BE TEI YEAli PERIOD 
BNJ)lNG .nT0 80, 1928 
Rural Diet!- Ex• iand t~re or · " I uca .on· • . 
Elementary 
Education I 




PERCENT OP COSTS OF ELEKEITARY AND SEOOND.AtiY EDUCATION IN GRADED DISTRICTS 
BOT MAINTAlNIBG A BlGB SCHOOL, IS TO THE TOTAL COST OF EDUCATION IN 
THESE DISTRICTS, FOR THE FIVE YEAR PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30, 1928 
Percent ot 
Total Amount Spent tor- •24 •25 •26 •21 '28 
Elementary and Secondary 
· Education 100 100 100 100 100 
Percent Spent for Elem. 
Education 80.'1 86.1 85.9 79.? 78.3 
Percent Spent tor Secondary 
Eduoatlon 19.8 18.9 14.1 20~3 21.7 
Percent total .A:m.ount Spent tor 
Elementary and Secondary Education ~ • • • - • • • •100 
Percent total Amount Spent tor 
Elementary Eduoation • • - • • • • • • • • - • • - •82,9 
Percent Total Amount Spent 
tor Secondary Education ~ ~ • • • • • • - • • • • - 17.1 
Eighty two and. nine-tenths of the total cost ot 
eduoatlon in these districts tor this period was spent tor the local 
1ohool, while 17.1%was used tor secondary education. This Percentage 
has been inoreaaing gl"adually since 1923•·1924. 
fABLE ·.xxIV 
THE TOTAL COST OF BD'UCATION IN GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICTS NOT MAINTAINING 
A HIGH SCHOOL 
Education, in these diatriot~, costs what it takes to 
maintain the grade school plus .the amount it takes for the assessment 
under the Barnes law. 
This table amwa the cost ot elementary eduoationJ the ooat 
ot 1eoondary eduoationJ the total cost of bothJ the valuation ot the 
distriotsa the levy, for secondary eduoationJ the levy tor elementary 
eduoation and the total levy. Thia 1s taken tor the five year period 
ending June 30, 1928. A tive instead of a ten year period is taken for 
the reoords up to this time do not separate the amo~t ot money spent 
tor elementary education in districts maintaining high schools from those 
maintaining high schools • 
1924 1926 1926 1927 1928 
'18 
Elementary Education 24989.03 45319.52 53751.62 30406.99 24314.62 
Secondary Education 5974.94 ?311.39 
Total tor Both Elem. 
and Seoondary Education 30963.97 62630.91 
Valuation ot Diatriota 66796.66 5415850 
1.Je"'1. tor.Elem. Education s.'107 a.as 
Levy tor Secondary Ed. 8.93 1.36 
total IIJvy 4.6 9. 7 
Total Expenditures tor Elementary Education 
!dal Expenditures tor Secondary Education 



















THE COST OF SECONDARY EDUCATION IN WILSON COUNTY IN THE DISTRICTS MAINTAINING 
. \ 
A HIGH SCHOOL WITH THE El.OEPTIOI or FREDONIA AND NEODESF.A 
The actual c:sost ot secondary education in these districts 
ieL met b7 local taxation and b1 aid. received from the county under the 
operation ot the Barnes . law. 
fhb table shows the total ooat ot secondary· educationJ 
. . 
the amount of :money received from the rilral diatr!ota, the high school 
districts, and the graded diatric'tc not meinta1n1ng high . schools, and 
other taxable property under the operation ot the Barnes law. It also 
' ' 
shawa the amount ot money raised by local taxation to~ the support ot 
" ' 1 , o, • ' I , t ' " ' • ~ 
seoondary education in these districts. This ls taken over a period 
or fbe years since the high school and elementary eduoation expense 
were not separated prior to t~t time. 
Total coat ot Seoon• 1924 1925 . 1926 1927 1928 
da~ Education · 28984,13 51536.26 37141.77 35966.14 46049.19 
Amount ot Money re-
oeived trom the Barnes 
Fund 31237.51 33009.28 38812.24 23572.03 21546.04 
Amount ot the Barnes 
Fund Obtained from 
the Ru~al Districts 13122.26 13285.85 19979.75 10939.04 10376.26 
Amount of Barnes lUiid 
Obtained from Diet~1ota 
Maintainin~ Bi~ School 2834.66 2730.46 3089.35 1917.16 1784.31 . 
Amount of Barne a Fund 
Obtained trom Distrlots 
Not Maintaining B.s.•s 4652.90 4182.12 6468.37 3655.45 2852.76 
Amount of Barnes i"Ul'ld 
Received from Other 
Taxable Property of the 
Countl . 10727.79 12810.86 9274.7? '7060.39 6531.'12 
Amount Obtained by Local 
7746.62 1473.02 1670.4'7 12394.11 245o4.15 Taxation 
.. 
TABLE XXV (Cont.) 
Total Cost ot Secondary Education - • • • • • • • 169677.49 
Total Amount Received from the Barnes Ftmd • • • •148176.10 
total Amount of Barnes Fund Reoe1Ted .. 
trom Rural Diitriota- • - • • • • • • .. • ... • • • ·67703.16 
Amount Received from Grade Schools not 
Maintaining Bigh Sohoola - - • • • • • • • • - • - 21111.eo 
Graded Diattiots Maintaining B1gh Schools - •• • • 12365,82 
Other Taxable Property ot the County • • - • • • • 46405.53 
Local Taxation .. • • • • • • • • - • • ~ ... - • •. • 41501.39 
·: 
fhe amount ct money received from the Barnes Fund in 
1924--1926 was suffloient to more than meet the cost of seoondary 
education for this period, Since then the amount of money raised 




THE PERCENTAGE THE AMOUNTS REOEIVE.D FROM THE VARIOUS SOURCES FOR SECONDARY 
I 
i 
EDUCATION IS OF TBE TOTAL COST OF SECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE HIGH SCHOOL 
· . DlSfRICTS OF THIS STUDY FOR fHE FIVE YEAR PERIOD . 
ENDUlG JUNE 30; '1926 
: 
'124 •25 121 •27 •2e 
Perc•nt ot fotal · ·cost ot 
Seoondarr Education , · 100 100 100 100 100 
Peroent of Money Reoeiv.ed 
from Barne a FUnd · ao.s 104.6 104.4 65.5 46.8 
Total Percent ot 
Barnes· Fund 100 100 100 100 100 
Percent of Barnes 
Fund Received from. 
Rural J>istriota 42.69 ·40.2 61.6 46.4 fr7.2 
Percent of Barnes Fund 
Obtained from Dis trio ts ·: s.9 ~aintaining Hi~h Schools 9.06 a.a 7.9 ·r&.3 
Percent or Barnes Fund • 
Obtained from Districts 
notMaintain1n; B.s. 14.S. 12.6 16.6· 16.1 13.2 
Percent of Barnes Fund 
Obtained from Other 
Taxable Property ot the 
~ountl 34.36 69-.0 24. 29.6 32.3 
Percent ot Total Cost ot 
Education Obtained by 
Local Taxation 19.7 34.5 53.2 
Paroent ot Grand Total of Secondary Education • • • • - • • • 100 
Percent ot Gtand Total of Money Received *om Barnes Fund • • 18.l 
Percent ot Grand total of Barnes FUnd Received from. 
.the Rural Districts • • - • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • - 45.6 
Percent of Grand total ot Barn's Fund Obtained from 
Districts Maintaining Bigh School~ • • • • - ~ • • • • • • • • 8.5 
Percent of Grand Total ot Barnes Fund Obtained f'rom 
Districts not Maintaining Bigh Schools• • - • .. • • • • - • - 14.6 
Percent of Grand Total ot Barnes Fund Obtained from 
Other Taxable Property ot the County • - - • • • • • - • • • •31.3 
Percent ot Grand Total Cost of Secondary Education 
Obtained by Local Taxation • • • • • • • - • - • • • ~ -· • • ·21.9 
\ 
Seventy•e igh.t and on·e·tenth percent ot all the money 
spent for eeoonde.J.17 education· tor the five year period ending 
June 30, 1928• -was obtained from the Barnes fund. 
rorty•tive and aix•tentha of the Barnas tund was' 
tecei'Ved trom. the rural districts. 
!W~nty•one and nina~tentha peroent of the total oost 
ot secondary education was raiaed locally •. Thia was 1n addition 
to what was leTied by those districts by the Barnes levy. Thia 
made a total ot 30.97% peroent or the total cost ot.~eoondary 
education raised by the local tax· leyY and the Barne a fund levy. 
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CBART.LVIII 
A COMPARISON OF THE !OTAL AMOUNT OF THE BARNES FUND 1 AND THE AMOUN1' 
OF IT RECEIVED FROM V.ARIOUS SOuROES WitII THE TOTAL COST OF . 
SECONDARY· EDUOATIOH FOR !BE.FIVE YEAR PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30• 1928 
Total dost· 
Se~onda.ey Eduo. 
total Amount Re""t 1------_.;.--------oeived from · Barnea run<1 






§~~~;xes1tt~~ts Not Maintain.a..ug ......,__ 
High Schools 
Received from 




THE PERCENTAGE 1'1.m BARNES FUND OBTAINED FROM THE RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 
THE GRADED SCHOOL D ISTRIOTS MAIN'l'AI?IING liIGR'.SOHOOL, · THE GRADED SCHOOL 
DISfRIO!S IOf HAINtAINING A HIGH SCHOOL AND FROU OTHER TAXABLE PROPERr? 
OF THE COUNTY IS OF THE TOTAL COST OF SECONDARY EDUOATION FOR THE FIVE 
YEAR PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30~ 19:, 
·~4 126 •26 •27 •28 
Peroent of fo~al Cost ot 
Seoondary Education. . . 100 100 100 100 100 
Percent Barnea Fund Obtari'ieC'i ' 
from Ru.ral Dilt~iots is·ot 
Total Cost of Secondary Education 33.8 42. 53.8 30.4 23.l 
Peroont Barnes Fund Obtaiiiad from 
Graded Districts Maintaining 
High Schools is or rotal Coet ot 
Secondary Education 
Percent Barnes Funa Obtained i'rom 
'T.8 9.1 e.2 6.8 3.4 
Districts not Maintaining High 
Schools its or Total Colt ot 
Secondary Education 11 •• 7 13.2 17 • .f: 9.9 6.2 
Peroent Barne~ Fund Obtained i'rom 
Other Taxable Property is or Total 
Cost ot Secondary Education 21.a S9.7 25 19.1 14.1 
Percent Grand Total cost of Sec. Education - - • • • - 100 
Percent fatal Barnes Fund Obtained from Rural 
Districts is of Grand Total Qost of Secondary Education - - 35.6 
Percent Total Barnes FUnd Obtained from Graded 
Distriota Maintaining High Schools is of Ora.nd 
Total Cost of Seuondary Education • - - ~ - • - - ~ • • • ~ -a.a 
Peraent Total Barnes Fund Obtained from Graded 
Districts not Maintaining High Schools is of 
fotal Cost of Secondary Education~•• - • - - • • ....... • ""'-11.4 
Percent fotal Barnes Fund Obtained trom Other 
Taxable Property or the County is of Grand Total 
Oost of Secondary Education • ~ • ~ • - • • - • • • • • • • 24.6 
The Barnes levy on taxable property outs 1de tho districts 
or this study raised 24.5% ot the fund for the five year.~riod ending 
June 30 • 1928, however, the amoimt raised by this levy has been de-
oreaeing since 1925•·1926. 
TABLE XXVIIX 
THE fO!AL AUOVHT EDUCAT!ON COSTS SCHOOL DISfRIOfS MAIN7AINlNG HIGH 
SCHOOLS AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
. there are three le-Vies made on the valuation or these 
dbi:rictsi a. .levy ~o~ th~. Barnes tund, a levy to support the elementary 
school and a le'ty to take ~p the deficit between what secondary education 
actually. costs and the amount recei'.'e~ trom the county under the operation 
ot the Ba.rnoa law. 
Secondary education oosta these distriots whnt they 
actually expend tor ·their .Secondary schools plus ;what they oontribute 
. ' ·= . 
to the support of the other secondary schools ot the county, through 
the operation of the Ba.me• 18.'W'. 
Cost ·of Local 
Seoondati' Eduo. 
la.rnos Fund 
fotai Cost of .. 
Sec. Education 
Amount Received 
from Barnes Fund 
Net Oos€ Sac, Ed, 
Qost ot Elementary 
Education 
Total Oost of Both 
Seo. and Eleln. Ed-. 
, to District ·' 
Valuations 
Levy "for Seo. Ed. 
oo. teiY for Seo. Ed. 
1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 
36984.13 Sl636.26 37141.77 35966.14 46049.19 
l079.BO 2043.07 1119.58 2292.67 2423.97 
40063.93 33579.33 38261.35 38258.71 48473.16 
31237.51 33009.28 38812.24 23572.03 21545.04 
. aa2s.42 57o.6s 5tfo.a9 i4esa.sa 2s92a.12 • 
40394.69 31361.82 .30498.31 47771.62 59577.76 
4372185 3535940 3117126 5ll83l0 3il7246 
Total Levy for 
Seo. Eduoation 3.39 1.6 1,11 6~1 10.l 
Le!;( ·tor ·Elem. Ed, f .! 8.68 9,9 l0.6 l0.4 
Total Len.. Io.a 10.2 11.1 is.a 20.s . 
Gross iotal Cost of Ed. 7ie32.1o 6436i.io 69310.56 7iS43.66 81122.80 
Tota! Cost of ioail·seoondary Ed.•••-·-•·· .... ""' ... 189677,49 
Barnes Fund· .... • .... • • ... • • .. • ... • • ........ • ..... • • - "" 8958.99-
Total Oost of Secondary Education • • - - • M .• • • - - 198636.48 
Total .Amount Received trom Barnes Fund • .. - • • - • - •1481'76.lO. 
!otal.Het Cost or Secondary Ed••• p • • • • • • • • • -50460.38 
Cost ot Elementary·Eduoation • • • • • • - • • • • • • •169133,72 
Cost ot Both Elem. and Seo. Education • • • • • - • • • 209593,10 
Gross Total Cost ot El. and Seo, Ed. • • • • • • • • • •257720.20 
!he amount of money oontr1buted tor the support or seoondary 
education during this period waa l 1/5 times greater in 192'1•28 than it 
was in 1923•24. · 
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TABLE XXU 
. . . 
THE PEROEN1AGE THE COST OF EIEMERTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE 
GRADED DISTRICTS. MAINTAillING BOTH SECONDARY AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IS 
OF THE TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT FOR EDUCATIONFOll THE FIVE YEAR PERIOD ENDING 
JUKE 30. "1928 
Percent ot •2'4r •26 1:2e •27 •28 
Total Coat ot Elementary 
and Secondary Education 100 ioo·· 100 loo .100 
Percent of Cost of Secondary 
Education to ~otal Oost 66.8 62,2 65.2 63.6 69.T 
Cost of Elem.entar1 
Education 44.8 47.8 44.8 46.4 40.3 
Seoondary education cost the mocst each year of the 
·: 
!?ABLE. :XXX 
THE PERCENTAGE OF MONEY RAISED BY LOCAL TAXATION FOR SECONDARY EDUCATION 
IS OF THE TOTAL COS! OF SECONDARY EDUOATION FOR THE FIVE YEAR PERIOD 
ENDING ME .. 30; 1928 . 
•241 •25 '27 •28 
Percent of.total Oos'b 
or Seoondai1: Education 100'' 100 
Peroent Ra sed by 
100 100 100 
Local Taxation 22 1.7 . 38.7 55.6 
. Percent ·Received by 
.the countz 78 ''9.83 101.4 63.3 44.6 
Gross Percent fotal Oost of Eduoation • .. ~ - • ... - :.. • 100 
Percent Gross Oost ot Secondary Education··••••• - 62.7 
Percent Cost of Elementary: E~µcation• ·~ .... - •. •, ·~. *'." .. - 47 ~3 
Gross Percent·· ot Total Cost. o:t _ 
Secondary Education ·,.. - ~· · - .... - • ..: .. •• .. - - - .., ... • -ioo 
Percent Received trom the County • • • • • • • • • • - •74.5 
Percent Raised by Local Taxation • • •. • • • ~ • - • - •25.5 
,I:' 
The tendency was to raise more money locally tor. ~he 




Educational oosts in Wilson County ranked third of 
the expenditures during the ten year period ending June 30, 1928. 
During this period the county spent 1 1/8 times as much for roads as 
it did ~or eduoationJ its expen.ditures being slightly heavier. The 
county spent the most for education during the sohool years 1924--1926. 
Expenditures for education increased in 1927--1928 over the 1926-1927 
expenditures. 
The highest expenditures for roads for any; one year 
were in 1020-1921 wh~n it was nearly four times the amount spent for 
education. The road expenditures increased slightly in 1927-~1928 
over the 1926--1927 expenditures and were less than half the amount 
spent in 1921·-1922. 
The eduoational expenditures in the county, the amount 
spent by the county, the rural and the third class oity districts 
fl 
for education are much larger than any one item. The expenditures 
for education in the county during this period were approximately 
2 1/2 times as muoh., as the expenditures for roads and 4 1/10 times as 
mu oh as was spent for bridges. 
During the ten year period ending June 30., 1928., the 
cost of education in the cotintywaa greatest in 1924--1925 and 1925-
1926, as was true of the educ·a.tiona.1 oost of the oounty. The same 
condition existed relative to the costs of education aooording to 
the buying power of the dollar in 1913. 
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The largest number of pupils, bl.sad on average daily 
attendance in the rural and graded schools, was in the years 1921--1923. 
Since then the average daily attendance has fluotuatedwith the 
sm.allest attendance during the school year 1927--1928. The high school 
attendance increased gradually from 159 pupils in average ·daily · 
attendance in 1918••1919 to 383 in 1924--1925. The a ttendanoe in 
1928 was :ns. 
The rural schools paid l 3/4 times as much money in 
actual dollars expended for education in 1927--1928. as in 1918--1919, 
but aooording to the buying pcw1er of the dollar in 1913, they paid 
2 1/10 times as muoh mont:y in 1927--1928 as in 1918·-19i9. 
Education during the school year ot 1927--1928 cost the 
rural schools $79.13 per pupil in average t'hily attendance, while the 
same year the grade schools paid $56.85 per pupil,. Education cost 
the grade schools $79 .13 per pupil in average daily a ttendan~~ 
in 1924--1925, while during the same period it cost, the rurai sohqols 
$66.43 per pupil., The rural school districts seem to spend more per 
pupil in average daily attendo.ll;Ce than the graded school districts. 
Eighty and six-tenth percent of all money.levied for 
education in· the rural schools was spent in the local schools while 
19.4% was used to support secondary education.. Eighty two and nine-
tenths percent of all the money levied to support education iD the 
graded sohools not maintaining high schools for the five year period 
ending June 30, 1928, was used to support the looal schools while 
17.1%was used to support secondary education. Elementary and secondary 
sohool costs were not separated prior to this time. 
Seventy eight and one•tenth of the total expenditures 
during this period for secondary education is obtained from th~ Barnes 
fund and 54.6% of this expenditure was received from a levy on the 
assessed valuation of the rural school di striots. 1\•1enty one and 
nine-tenths percent of all money.spent for secondary eduoation was 
raised by local taxation.. In 1927--1928 this· amount was 53 .2% \yhile . 
in 1924•-1926 the amount received from the Baxmes .fund was suttioient 
to pay for secondary education. 
'l\venty four and nine-tenths percent ot the Barnes fund 
was obtained by a tax levy on the assessed valuation of .the property 
outside of the districts of this study, ·: 
In 1923•-1924 the levy for di:.~triots :maintaining both 
elementary and secondary educatio~ was 10.6% and by l927--i928 this · 
. . . 
amount had doubled. The levy tor the grade districts not maintain• 
ing high schools was 8.9 mills in 1923--1924, and by 1927··1928 
this' levy had decreased to s.s mill.s. This was not all due to 
the coat of seoondary education as districts maintaining high schools 
were in 1927--1928 paying 2 1/4 times as m.uoh tor elementary education 
as those graded districts not maintaining high sohools. 
!he levy for the rural districts in 1923--1924 was 4.8 
mills and.by 1927·-1928 it had increased approximately 50%. 
All educational expenditures reached their highest 
peak in 1924--1925 and ·decreased in 1926--1927 with a tendency toward 
an increase in 1927--1928. 
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